







 ABSTRACT

Since the inception of Pakistan,the country is facing an

ideological struggle between two opposite thought processes,one

based on Islam and the other representing modern secular

Western thinking.This has not only divided the country

ideologically and politically but has also created two antagonistic

classes.Consequently,not only the ideological boundaries of the

country have been severely jeopardized but also the national

compromised. unity and cohesions have been 

This conflict has in one form or the other has impacted the whole

society particularly those aspects related to Muslim civilization

and culture.We have undertaken this research.exactiy how and 

wey this.conflic aroce Furthermore, we have tried to analyze 

these issues particularly with reference to the objectives for the 

establishment of Pakistan and to understand the complicating 

issues and problem that have been cropping up due to this 

conflict and how these issues are undermining or hindering the 

real objectives of Pakistan and how for the conflict has tarnish 

these objectives?

.In this study we have tried to analyze causes that resulted in the 

conflict between Islam and Western thought and analyze those

causes in the background of Pakistan movement then further

analyze the consequences of the conflict that delineated those

objectives that culminated in Pakistan resolution of 23rd March,

   )





1940. In order to avoid lengthy details we have restricted our

study to Pakistan's ideological, Political and educational aspects.

We have also in the end discussed the role or influence of

Pakistani media in shaping or resolving those conflicts and its

impact of Pakistani 

 society .Though this topic warrant a much more detailed 

comprehensive study. We have tried to ponder over and

understand the conflict and the extend of damage. In study the

issue has been discussed on the basis of empirical analysis  and

opinion of few renowned intellectuals and political analysts. We

hope that our efforts will help to comprehend the real issue

 directions for its resolution      involved and point to a positive

.Key word: Media, Ideological,Rresolution,Political 

analysts. Modern, Impact, society,
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